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important papers on the subject. Sclerotic idiocy was first described
by Bourneville fifteen years ago ; it is a rare form, and the same remark
applies to syphilitic idiocy. With regard to the former disease, the
affection shows itself in the first few days, and generally before the
expiration of twelve months after birth, and the frontal and occipital
lobes are chiefly affected. Considerable space is given to the chapter
on cretinism, and the thyroid treatment of sporadic cretinism is
described, the evil results of over-doses being carefully pointed out.
The chapter on insanity in children and insane idiots is much enlarged,
compared with the former edition, and the fact that suicide in children
is increasing in England and in almost all the Continental states is
mentioned. Over-pressure in education is undoubtedly one of the
chief causes, and in support of this we notice that in those countries
where education is pushed on most strongly child suicide is found at its
highest point.

We have nothing but unqualified praise for this work. It contains
the observations of a physician who has carefully studied the subject for
many years, and who has embodied in the book all that is known about
it at present ; we highly recommend it as an indispensable manual, not
only to medical men, but to all who have to do with the management of
idiots and imbeciles.

Recherches cliniques et thÃ©rapeutiquessur Â¡'Epilepsie, l'Hysterie, et
FIdiotie : Compte-rendu du service des enfants idiote, Ã©pileptiques,et
ArriÃ©rÃ©sde BicÃ©trependant tannÃ©e 1897. Par BoURNtviLLE
(et huit collaborateurs). Vol. xviii, pp. 228. Paris: aux Bureaux
du ProgrÃ¨s MÃ©dical;FÃ©lixAlean, 108 Boulevard St. Germain.
Price 4 francs.

In this annual publication we find not only a report of that portion
of the Bicetre and its dependencies used for the treatment and training
of the abnormal children above described, but also much clinical and
pathological information of general medical interest. The classification
of the inmates previously described seems year by year to be more
minutely adapted to the various grades of defect, bodily and mental,
of those under care ; and we note with satisfaction the generous tribute
accorded to the self-sacrificing women who devote themselves to the
improvement of the ofttimes unpromising cases committed to their
charge. Methods of teaching feeble children to walk, requiring much
motherly patience, are successfully practised, and the habits are
sedulously attended to. Some remarkable cases of improvement in
these minor though practically very important matters are given in
detail. The school arrangements, which the medical director keeps
thoroughly in hand, seem well adapted to the feeble intellects under
instruction ; and we note that special attention is given to the teaching
from notes of vocal music. A band is also kept up from amongst the
scholars, and has obtained a first prize at a contest at Charenton.
" Distractions " are not overlooked, and various visits to theatres,
concerts, and exhibitions are recorded. Vaccination or revaccination
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is practised on all those admitted to the institution. Visitors are freely
admitted to inspect the work on Saturday mornings ; numerous scientific
inquirers have availed themselves of this privilege, and in October,
1897, the Bicetre was honoured with a tour of inspection by the
President of the French Republic, who addressed some cheering words
to the staff.

The pathological museum at the Bicetre is probably the most
complete in the world of those connected with institutions for abnormal
children, and increases in wealth of material year by year. Technical
training continues to be given in eight different handicrafts, and the
value of the work turned out by the printing office seems to be
considerable. On the ist January, 1897, there were 483 patients in
residence at Bicetre; there were 63 admissions, 73 discharges, and 17
deaths during the year. At the Fondation VallÃ©ethere were 162 girls
in residence, with 68 admissions, 27 discharges and transfers, and 19
deaths. The latter seems a high comparative mortality, and we note
that six deaths are attributed to pulmonary tubercle, and that the
institution had been visited by measles and other infectious ailments.
A somewhat amusing disquisition as to the fitness or unfitness for
military service of a youth educated as an inmate of the Bicetre forms
part of the report, it being maintained on the one side that to acceptsuch a call would be an " insult to the army," and on the other that
the sequestration of a conscript in an asylum is a scandal ! In the
result it would seem that decision as to the young man in question was
deferred for a year. \Ve happen to know of several ex-pupils of
English training institutions for imbeciles who are serving with credit
in our army, one of them having obtained corporal's stripes !

A series of essays follow on a variety of subjects, such as the treat
ment of serous diarrhoea by salicylateof lime, epilepsy due to aneurisms,
and a contribution to the study of false and true porencephaly. In the
view of Bourneville and of Schwartz (who assisted him in this research)
true porencephaly depends upon an arrest of development, whilst the
condition described as pseudo-porencephaly is always the result of apathological process. '1he latter may indeed be congenital, due to a
malady of the fÅ“tus, but it may also be produced after birth, sometimes
a long while after, as a consequence of encephalitis or hsemorrhagiclesions, and subsequent atrophy. '1he distinctive characters of true
porencephaly are the following :â€”(i) The cavity has the form of a funnel
more or less regular, the base external, the apex towards the ventricle ;
its surface is smooth, and uniformly covered by the external pia mater.
(2) The arrangement of the convolutions is characteristic, radiating from
the bottom of the excavation, which may be said to be the point of
convergence. (3) The orifice of communication is always regular,
perfectly rounded, and forms what is designated the fonts. (4) Around
the excavation are found other anomalies pointing to arrest of develop
ment. The defects and the lesions in each variety are well shown in
full-sized plates of the hemispheres of the brains taken from the
respective patients, whose cases are fully described in the text. In the
line which Bourneville draws between the two varieties he differs
essentially from Heschl and other authorities. Epilepsy and the status
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epilepticus is dealt with in other essays, and we note that capsules of
"bromure de camphre" (Clin's) and mixed bromides seem to be the
remedies most in favour at the BicÃªtre.

Les Maladies de FEsprit. Par le Dr. P. MAX-SIMON. Paris : Librairie,
J. B. BailliÃ¨re et fils. Pp. 319. Price 3 fr. 50.

Th is volume of the BibliothÃ¨quescientifique contemporaine is a useful
little work on mental diseases addressed to the general public.

The first five chapters are devoted to a study of the alterations
ob served in the mind of the insane, and deal successively with halluci-
nations, illusions, and delusions; then with disorders of feelings,
instincts, and conduct. Wherever possible the author has drawn from
his own experience to illustrate his remarks, and he refers to some of
his personal researches on the nature of hallucinations and the evolu
tion of delusions, &c. Max-Simon claims priority in emphasising the
importance of the phenomenon of accidental images as a physiological
proof of the nature of hallucinations. " In an hallucination the sense is
in a similar state to that which we find in the case of a real perception."

The chapter on delusional insanity, or rather on delusions and their
variety, intermittence, alternation, &c., in the various forms of insanity
is especially interesting ; as is also that which the author devotes to a
study of the delusional acts of the insane, and which includes a brief
but pithy account of " tics." This quality of pithiness is indeed a
characteristic of the book as a whole ; so that it can be recommended
as an admirable introduction to the study of the insane, for it is also
generally sound.

The last two chapters deal with the causes of insanity and its treat
ment.

Quel doit Ãªtrele RÃ´ledu Patronage Ã l'Ã©garddes AliÃ©nÃ©s1 (Patronage
Societies for the Insane). Dr. JULES MOREL. Vander Haeghen
Gand, 1898, pp. 36.

The above is the title of a pamphlet read as a paper by Dr. Morel,
MÃ©decin-Directeur of the State Asylum at Mons, at the third Inter
national Congress for the consideration of the questions of the care of
convicted criminals, abandoned children, and the insane, which was
this year held at Antwerp.

After commenting on the increasing and rapid development of public
opinion regarding this question, and on the consequent activity of
organised work in connection with it, Dr. Morel divides his subject into
the following heads:â€”i. What can be done for the lunatic before his
removal to an institution ? 2. During his period of seclusion? 3. The
assistance of their families deprived of their support. 4. What ought




